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Introduction Thesis statement: Native Americans have made many valuable contributions to American culture,
particularly in the areas of language, art, food, and government. Part of topic sentence that expresses the main
idea Paragraph 2 First topic sentence: Even when you try to be polite, it is easy to do the wrong thing
inadvertently in a new culture. Disturbance in the body s natural clock. Verbs to be underlined: Sentence 6:
had prescribed, were, might win, couldn t continue; Sentence feel. Arts, writing skills 4th, ann hogue.
Astronauts will be exposed to deadly amounts of radiation because they will be out of the Earth s magnetic
field, which partially shields them from it Kluger  Freshwater is less dense than salt water, so it tends to float
on the surface of a body of salt water. Fertilization of plants with dead fish b. I know because we have
celebrated the occasion together ever since. It is the sentence Other software companies will probably soon
develop products for African consumers. In the United States, elections are held on a regular schedule, no
matter how popular or unpopular the government is; however, in Great Britain, elections are held whenever
the prime minister loses a vote of confidence. Practice 2: Repetition of Key Nouns page 23 Responses will
vary. Practice 6: Using Summaries as Support page Responses will vary. Main idea: Our language influences
our perception. Body Paragraph 3: In addition to language and art, agriculture is another area in which Native
Americans had a great and lasting influence on the peoples who arrived here from Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Same-sex classes provide a better learning environment. Each colony future state autonomous in managing
own affairs b. Essay 2: In conclusion, studying in the United Kingdom can be a wonderful experience.
Responses will vary. Suggested answers: 1. Writing Technique Questions page 61 1. Main idea: It seems
apparent that if athletes want to win, they must consider using drugs. I proposed on our second date.
Examples: Paragraph 1: English contains many foreign words. Art is another area of important Native
American contributions. Paragraph 5: In the latest scientific achievement, A result of is a noun-preposition
combination. Since some breeds of dogs have a stronger desire to perform a service than other breeds, they are
more suitable as search-and-rescue animals. Controlling idea: It can become a deadly crime. In contrast, these
two functions are separate in Great Britain. For example , researchers have engineered a more nutritious type
of rice that could help alleviate the serious problem of vitamin A deficiency. Beautiful Macedonian coin;
useful photography, dentistry, astronauts suits. Su, If a person falls into a black hole, he will eventually be
crushed due to the tremendous gravitational forces. C In some areas of the world, heavy rains fall. The
abbreviation par. Paragraph 1 Topic sentence: Adventure travel is the hot trend in the tourism industry. Since
is a subordinator. Great Britain mother culture for the United States D. Yes, there is a contrast signal word:
but, the first word of the second sentence.


